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1.0 OVERVIEW AND S~Y
1.1 Introduction
A previous study (Ref. 1) indicates that an Active BCAS-equipped aircraft
terminal airapace
detection parameters in
its normal
operating with
experiences a certain number of tinneceasaryalarms.
+

*/

The number of unwanted alarms can be reduced by desensitizing ‘the
parameter associated with the BCAS threat logic. That ia, the threat logic
parameter values or the BCAS “sensitivity level”’can be adjusted to correspond
to the traffic environment in which the BCAS equipped aircraft is operating.
Control of the BCAS aenaitivity level is accomplished automatically by
one or more ground stations located in the terminal area. Each ground station
maintains an internally stored sensitivity level ~P of the airspace volume
surrounding its location. The map is made up of a number of pre-defined
boundary regions, each of which is assigned an applicable BCAS senaitivity
level based on the expected traffic den$ity within that regiOn. Knowledge of
the position of the BCAS-equipped aircraft within this map will enable the
ground station to select and communicate the proper sensitivity level
command.
In terminal areas containing a DABS sensor, the BCAS position measurement
and sensitivity level control are accomplished via the normal DABS sensor
surveillance and data link functions. In nOn-DABS teminal areas or in
DABS-equipped terminal areas requiring additional outlying ground stations for
sensitivity level control, the control of BCAS sensitivity level is
accomplished by ground-based Molar Beacon Transponders (RBX1s).
In addition to controlling the BCAS sensitivity level, the RBX supports
terminal area coordination by delivering resolution advisories generated by
BCAS (and displayed to the pilot) to the ATC facility.
1.2 RBX Concept

~,’

J

Conceptually the RBX is much like a DABS transponder located on the
ground. A BCAS-equipped aircraft acquirea and tracks the RBX in a mnner
similar to the way it would acquire and track an airborne DABS transponder.
In addition to its transponder functions, the RBX maintains a stored coverage
map partitioned in up to five pre-detemined regions. Each region is assigned
a BCAS threat logic sensitivity level which, when used by BCAS, will control
The range and altitude boundaries, and the
the number of unnecessary alama.
sensitivity level associated with each of the five spatial regions, can be
adjuated either locally or by a remote air traffic control (ATC) facility.

h
RBX being tracked by a BCAS equipped aircraft receives ‘Omlinked
range and altitude reports aa well as displayed resolution advisory
information. Based on the position of a BCAS-equipped aircraftY ‘he ‘Bx
automatically selects the applicable sensitivity level from its stored mP Of
region boundaries and transmits the appropriate message to the aircraft. The
RBX is required to provide sensitivity level control to all BCAS-equiPPed
This range is
aircraft operating within a predetermined range of the RBX.
defined for each RBX by a range threshold value which is variable uP ‘0 a
maximum of 50 nmi.
In addition to the desensitization task, the RBX is required to deliver
displayed resolution advisories from BCAS-equipped aircraft to ATC fOr display
to the appropriate controller. BCAS-equipped aircraft are required to provide
this information in the domlink signal when operating within the threshOld
range of the RBX.
1.3 Interaction of RBX with BCAS and ATC
equipment to
Figure 1 shows the .tielationshipof ..:theground RBX
BCAS-equipped aircraft, the terminal ATC facility and the ATCRBS senaOr.
The
primary function of the RBX is to control the BCAS sensitivity level tO
correspond tO the location of BCAS in the terminal airsPace and tO relaY
displayed resolution advisories from BCAS to the ATC facility.
●

Figure 2 illuatratea the sequence of eventa and information tranafer that
occurs between the RBX and a BCAS aircraft. The RBX transmits squitters every
4 seconds to indicate ita presence and announce ita address tO the BCAS
aircraft. The squitter transmissions elicit no reply from the airborne
aquitter
~en
a
equipment.
BCAS-equipped aircraft first receives a
transmission it initiatea track acquisition by discretely interrogating the
RBX.
If no reply ia received in response to the first interrogation the
acquisition attempt ia repeated. If the second attempt ia also unsuccessful,
further attenpta are not made until receipt of the next squitter.
The first succeaaful reply from the RBX enables the BCAS aircraft tO
compute its range to the RBX.
Each RBX is assigned a threshold range beyond
which it is not required to provide BCAS sensitivity control and BCAS-equipped
aircraft are not required to deliver displayed resolution advisories. This
range threshold value is encoded in each RBX reply. If the measured range and
the BCAS “maximumspeed capability indicate that the BCAS aircraft has already
penetrated or could soon penetrate the RBX range threshold, BCAS established
track and continues to update the track by discretely interrogating the RBX at
4-secOnd intervals. Failure to receive a reply to a tracking interrogation ia
followed by four consecutive interrogations, if necessary, before cOast ia
Four such coaat periods are maintained
established for that 4-secOnd period.
If the BCAS aircraft could not soon penetrate the
before track is dropped.
RBX range threshold value, BCAS auapenda further interrogations to the RBX.
Subsequent squitters from the RBX are ignored and further acquisition attempta
are delayed until the earliest time that BCAS predicts it could reach the RBX
range threshold.
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Sequence of events and infomat ion transfer between ~X

and BCM.

All interrogations to the RBX contain range data computed from the
previous interrogationand reply transaction. They also include the current
BCAS altitude, all displayed resolution advisories, and an indication of the
last sensitivity level comand received frOm this RBX. me latter infO=tiOn
ia used by RBX to prevent oscillations in senaftivity level comands
for BCAS
aircraft flying close to region boundarlea. Baaed an the range, altitude and
sensitivity level status reports in each interrogation, the RBX selects the
appropriate sensitivity level from ita stored mp and includes the associated
commnd in the reply to the BCAS aircraft. Throughout the coverage region
BCAS continues to track the RBX, and the RBX continues Ce monitor the BCAS
range and al.ti.tude
and to readjust the BCAS sensitivity level accordingly.
k interface between the local ATCRBS sensor and the””
RBX is providedto
eliminate RBX interference to the ATCRBS sensor operatio~.. The interface
functions to in~bit”” RBX transmiaaions du”r”ingthe time of ATCRBS aensOr
interrogation.
A communication data link between the RBX and an automted..~TS 111 k:or ~~~
ARTS 11 fac.i.l.ity.
enables RBX to deliver displayed resolution advisories for
ATC display.. The data link will alao enable the ARTS facility to cham2e the
traffic density
RBX ~coverage mp
to utch
different teminal: area
distributions and “flightpatterns. In,mn-automted
teminal areas a remote
control device i3 provided ta allow ATC personnel a limited. ae”leccinn.of
prestored RBX coverage mapa.
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2.0 THE RBX DATA LINR
2.1

Signal Wavefoms

The data link between the RBX and a BCAS-equipped aircraft uses three
types of aignala to accmplish the task of RBX acquisition and tracki~, BCAS
sensitivity level control and coordination of BCAS resolution advisories with
ATC. The RF characteristics of the signal wavefoms are identical to the DABS
interrogation wavefoms as defined in the DABS National Standard (Ref. 2) tith
the exception of the SLS P5 pdse, tiich is not used.
The RBX/BCAS link
signals are as follws:
DABS discrete interrogation
(a) RBX Squitter. This is a 1030 Mz
wavefom
with a short (56-bit) data field.
The squitter is
transmitted with a broadcast address at a nminal period of 4
seconds hy an RBX to indicate its presence to BCAS-equipped
aircraft.
BCAS acquisition of the RBX is initiated on receipt of a
squitter signal.,.?
.
,..
,..<.
-.,,
(b) BCAS Interrogation. This is a 1030 ~z DABS discrete interrogation
wavefom with a lo% (112-bit) data field.
It ia used by BCAS for
RBX acquisition, surveillance and data link communication of BCAS
position, as well as resolution advisories and sensitivity level
itiomation.
Follwi~ acquisition, BCAS discrete interrogation
are tranamitted every 4 seconds to mintain RBX track within its
coverage volume.
(c) RBX Reply. This is a 1030 Miz DABS discrete interrogation wavefom
with a short (56-bit) data field.
RBX discrete replies are
generated in response to BCAS interrogations for cwwnication
of
BCAS sensitivity level cmmnda.
Al1 of the wavefoms between the RBX and a BCAS-equipped aircraft are
transmitted at 1030 ~z as opposed to 1090 NRz in order to take advantage of
the lwer interference emiroment and therefore maximize the effective range
of the RBX.
A mre
complete analysis of the effect of interference on RBX
link reliability is contained in Chapter 4.
2.2

Signal Content

The arrangement of the data block itiomation within the RBX and BCAS
transmission is based on the fomat stmcture specified in the Active BCAS
National Standard (Ref. 3).
Ml transmissions contain two essential fields
consisting of a standardized 5-bit fomat descriptor (UF) at the beginni~ of
the data block fiich identifies the purpose of the transmission ad
a 24-bit
parity encoded addreaa field (~) at the efi of the data block.
til RBX/BCAS
liti wvefoms
are assigned a fomat descriptor of either UF=6 for 56-bit
transmissions or UF=22 for 112-bit transmissions. The address/parity (AP)

6

field for the RBX/BCAS li~ transmissions always contains either the recipient
address (i.e., the RBX address for BCAS interrogations or BCAS address for RBX
replies) or, in the case of RBX squitters, an all 1’s broadcast address. The
rmaini~
space within the data blo&
ia used to tranamit the data lik
itiomation which is arra~ed in dedicated tission fields and subfielda. me
organization of the RBX/BCAS data blo& format in this manner ia compatible
Short messages can be mpanded into long
with a~
future systm evolution.
messages, mission field &ta can be rearra~ed and squitter transmissions can
be delivered in multi-segmnt bursta without tipactlog on the design of the
BCAS DABS transponder.
The 24-bit address/parity (~)
field contaim the recipients unique
address (or broadcast address) code overlayed on 24 parity che&
bits
generated by the preceding part of the transmission. b error ocarring
a~where in the receptfon of an interrogation,reply or squltter will modify
the decoded address aod cause the reception to be rejectad. Generation of the
address/parity field is described in paragraph 4.1.2 of the DABS National
Standard.
,’.... .
2.3 Message Formata
The arrangement and description of the information within each of the
RBX/BCAS transmission ia presented in detail in the Active BCAS National
Standard (Ref. 3) and sumrized here.
me decimal equivalent of the binary
code fomed @ the bit sequence within a field is used as the field designator
.
in the follwing description.
(a) RSX Squitter (fo~t

illustrated in Figure 3a)

UF - A 5-bit upli~ fomat field which identifies the message as a
~-bit RBX t ransmisaion and inhibits the aircraft DABS tra~ponde r
frm replyi~.
UF=6 for an RBX squitter or reply transmission.
RD - A 3-bit subfield which identifies the transmission as either
~ squitter (~=1) a reply (RD=2) or defines the contents of the
awcedi~ MR dsaion
field as not present (RD=O). The raaining
RD valuea are mrrently masaigned.
,

.!

RAD - A 24-bit subfield containi~
~
RBX.

the discrete address code of

&
- A 24-bit address/parity field containi~ an
all 1’s
broadcaat addresa overlayad on 24 parity che& bits. This addreaa
enables the BCAS DABS tramponder to accept the squitter.

MR Mission Field
1
6

I
Ioo”:lolml

I
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II

o

69
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6

I

I O 01

I
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33

56
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(b) RBX Reply Fomat
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I

I
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BCAS Interrogation Fomt

Fig. 3.

RBX link fomats.
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I
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(b) RBX Reply (format illustrated in Figure 3b)
- Same as above.
RD - Same as above.
~C - A 3-bit subfield containing the sensitivity level
~mnd
from RBX to BCAS. A zero value is used in the initial
reply to a ranging Interrogation to indicate no data
available and therefore no commnd issued. In subsequent
replies comnd values of 1 to 7 refer respectively to BCAS
sensitivity levels 1 to 7.
RTR - A 6-bit subfield to indicate to BCAS the range
=eshold
value within which RBX is required to operate and
BCAS is required to mintain RBX track. The value is
expressed in round trip time with an LSB of 16 ~sec (- 1.3
nmi ).
- A 24-bit field containing the discrete address of the
g
BCAS/DABS transponder overlayed on 24 parity check bits.
y

,. .,..,,

(c) BCAS Interrogation (format illustrated in Figure 3c)
- A 5-bit uplink format field which identifies the
message as a 112 bit BCAS transmission. UF=22 for a BCAS
interrogation to RBX.
Q
- A 3-bit field which defines the contents of the succeeding
MG mission field as either not present (GD=O) or containing
active BCAS interrogation information (GD=l). Remaining GD
values are currently unassigned.
SLR - A 3-bit subfield containing the last sensitivity level
~mnd
received from the RBX to-which this interrogation is
addressed.
AID - A 13-bit subfield containing the ATCRBS mode A code
‘~96 code) of the BCAS aircraft.
DRA - A 14-bit subfield containing the resolution advisory
currently displayed to the pilot.
ALC - A 13-bit subfield containing the altitude code of the
BCAS aircraft.
W
- A 10-bit subfield containing the BCAS to RBX range
~imate.
The value is expressed in round trip travel time
with an LSB of 2 p sec (= 0.16 nmi). M
in the initial or
ranging interrogation is set to all 1?s to indicate no data
available. This causes the RBX reply SLC subfield to be set
to zero.
DID - A 24-bit subfield containing the discrete address of
~
BCAS aircraft DABS transponder.
AP - A 24-bit field containing the discrete addreaa of RBX
~erlayed on 24 parity check bits.
y
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3.0 RBX GROUND EQUIP~NT
The RBX ground equipment generates periodic squitter signals in order tO
allow passive acquisition by BCAS-equipped aircraft. Following acquisition,
the RBX ground equipment responds to each of the periodic BCAS interrOgatiOna
with a reply delayed by a fixed amount. The transactions between the RBX and
BCAS enable the RBX to select and cO~unicate tO BCAS a sensitivity level
cownd
and to receive from BCAS displayed resolution advisories which are
This same
sent to the ATC facility via a two-way ground communication link.
communication link also enables ATC to modify the RBX Wp
parameters and
sensitivity level commands issued to BCAS-equipped aircraft. k interface to
the ATCRBS sensor provides the RBX with beacon pre-triggers for use in
controlling RBX-to-ATCRBS interference.
The mjor functione of the
block diagram of Figure 4.

RBX grOund equiPment are illustrated ‘n ‘he

3.1 Transmission Control
>.
Transmission control prepares tbe message content and determines the time
of RBX squitter and reply transmissions. A digital control signal containing
the transmit time and the appropriate data field information is sent to the
modulatorftransmitter prior to each equitter or reply transmission. RBX
transmissions are further controlled by beacon pre-trigger signals to insure
that they do not pre-suppress ATCRBS transponders and interfere with the
normal surveillance function of the local ATCRBS site. On receipt of a beacon
nre-trie~er
signal.
transmission control will establish a 75-usec guard
--.
interval immediately preceding the zero range time of the ATCRBS sensor.- RBX
transmissions are prohibited during this interval of time.
TO prevent the possibility of synchronous interference to Other ATCRBS
sensors, RBX squitters are randomly jittered about their nominal transmission
rate.
Squitter commanda are generated by transmission centrol at randOm
intervals that are unifomly
distributed over the range frOm 3.8 tO 4.2
seconds except that any squitter transmission scheduled in the 75-Psec guard
interval will be delayed until after completion of the guard interval.
In order to provide sufficient time to process BCAS interrogations and to
prepare the message content of RBX replies, the transmission time Of the reply
synch phase reversal is designed tO Occur 500 u sec after ‘eceipt ‘f ‘he
interrogation synch phase reversal. The 500-ueec turn-around time is standard
for all RBX ground equipments and factored into the range estimate by the
BCAS-equipped aircraft. ky RBX reply scheduled in the 75-P*C interval
preceding the zero range time Of the ATCRBS sensOr will be aborted by
transmission control.
3.2

System Clock

The RBX employs a system clock to establish the nominal squitter
transmission rate and to control the actual transmission time of the squitter
and reply. The system clock also provides the timing reference for detection
and decoding of the BCAS interrogations.
10
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3.3 Modulator!Transmitter
The modulator accepts digital control signals from transmission COntrOl
and generatea the squitter and reply transmitter modulation signals. The
squitter and reply control inputs from transmission control specify the
wavefom type, the transmission tzme and the contents of the data field.
The
modulator generates a sequence of parity check bits by operatfng ou the
information field and combines these bits with the all 1‘s broadcast address
in the case of a squitter and the BCAS discrete addresa in the caae of a
reply. The PM
modulated preamble and the DPSK modulated P6 data field for
each sauitter and reply is sent to the transmitter at the appropriate time as
detem~ned by comparison of the .transmissiontime with the eystem clock.~
Squitters and replies are transmitted at a peak power of “’2KW as measured ~~~
at the antenna terminal.
3.4 Antenna System
The RBX~ be”cause of Its functional..
.s”imilarieyto a ground based
transponder system,.. requires an omni-directionalantenna for transmission of
squitters and replies and reception of BC4S interrogations. The elevation
pattern
characteristics of the omni antenna should be chosen to ~provide
sufficient.c~JEoff at the horizon and as much low angle gain as possible for
long-range aircraft. The design should balance these basic requirementswith
satiafac.tery high angle coverage. and a vertical::aperture...
dimension of
manageable proportions.
A rapid elevation pattern cutoff at the horizon ia desirable to min+mize
ground reflected energy and thereby reduce the mgnitude of lobing fades. A
minimum 2 dB per degree cutoff rate appears adequate for most tYpical site
environments. The low angle peak-of-beam gain can be mximized by reducing
the gain of the antenna at the higher elevation anglea.
A high angle
elevation pattern taper approximating a cosecant-squared function wOuld
provide satisfactory coverage for short range high angle targets while
increasing the fade margin for long-range aircraft.
The above characteristics are realizable with omni antenna vertical
apertures on the order of five feet. The mounting structure required for such
an antenna should provide relatively little blockage to a closely positioned
ATCRBS antenna.
3.5 Receiver
The range requirement of the RBX coupled with the acheivable gain of an
omni-directional antenna impoaea an added emphasis on the sensitivity of the
RBX receiving channel. A low-noise pre-amplifier preceeded by an RF path from
the antenna consisting of a minimum of low 10ss c0mp0nent8 ia essential to
meeting the required overall system noise figure of 6 dB.
Figure 5
illustrates an example of a front-end RF configuration with acheivable
component characteristics that is capable of meeting the RBX requirements.
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The REX receiver provides a quantized video output consisting of the
detected PI and P2 pulse and demodulated data block associated with each
received BCAS interrogation signal.
3.6

Interrogation Signal Processing

RBX signal processing operates on the receiver output signals to detect
b interrogation
and decode the interrogations received from BCAS aircraft.
is detected on the basis of the 2-pulse preamble preceding the data block and
The synch phase reversal, if
also on the leadin~ edge of the data block.
located at the prop;rti;e with respect to the.detected preamble, is used to
synchronize...the bit processi~g; and decoding aaaociated with.the data block
itiformtion. A time mark .aignallingthe..
occurance of the synch phase reversal
is sent to transmission control to initiate the 500 psec delay interval for
generation of a reply.

.

(

Message decoding uses the. parity check code to detect errOrs in the
itself as an
demodulated message. ky error in ehe data block will ““”mnif:est
If an error
result of the-decoding process.
error in Ehe add.re.ss
field as-’”~a
does occur, RBX will not recognize. its discrete code in the addreaa field,
further processing associatedwith this interrogation will be teminated and a
reply will not. be issued.If the a~gnal. is verified as a valid BCAS
interrogation, thedigitalmessage.. contents.will be transferred to the RBX
pr.ocesaor.
3.? RBX Processor

~~~

In addition to the Cransmiseion control function described in paragraph
3.1, the RBX processing subsyetem performs BCAS sensitivity level selection
and provides the interface processing necessary for the transfer of data to
and from ATC.
3.7.1 Sensitivity Level Selection
me
RBX processor mintains eight different pre-defined range and
altitude coverage mps of its surrounding area. Each map relates one of eight
specific BCAS sensitivity levels to one of five specific regions of traffic
The
density. Figure 6 illustrates one such coverage map surrounding an RBX.
particular sensitivity level assigned to each of the five regiOns and the
range and altitude boundaries of each region depend on the terminal area
traffic environment and will vary from site to site. Each of the eight
preatored mps at a given site can be configured to represent one of a number
of different traffic situations that are known to occur at a terminal area,
such as an increase in weekend density, night-time veraus daytime traffic and
runway usage.
ATC can then select a particular RBX mp to retch the current
traffic situation.
BCAS-equipped aircraft are matched to one of the five map regions by the
RBX based on the received position report. The BCAS sensitivity level commnd
for that region is selected and sent to transmission control for inclusion in
the RBX reply.
The cross-hatched areas surrounding the nominal regional
14
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boundaries in Figure 6 signify regiom in which “hysteresis” is applied to
sensitivity level changes to prevent fluctuations between two levels. The
nominal regional boundary dimensions are extended to overlap one another by an
amount delta (A). k aircraft flying from region 3 to region 4 for example,
and indicating operation at a sensitivity level associated with region 3 will
be mintained at that level until its position report indicates transition
through the extended boundary line of region 3 (i.e., nominal boundary + A ).
It will then be commanded to the sensitivity level associated with region 4.
An aircraft flying in the opposite direction (i.e, from region 4 to region 3)
and indicating operation at the region 4 sensitivity level will not be
commnded to theregion 3 sensitivity level untilit transitioned through the.
extended boundary line of ““region 4 (i.e., nominal boundary -A ). Thus,
uositiohestimation errors or flight.uath deviations for aircraft flying along
as *A without affecting its
a regional boundary ~ could vary.‘by “as mch
sensitivity level selection..:

~:

The mgnitude of..the A associated with a range boundary. and the A
associated with an altitude boundary are.each fixedvalues independent of the
boundary...dimemsion.
The range and alt.i.tti~”e”
“”A ‘ralues, which are site
adapeable, arechosen toexceed likely” errors in the BCAS range estimate and
the BCAS encodi”ng“altimeteroutput.
3.”7.2 ATC Communication Data Link Interface
An RBX located in a terminal..areacon.tai~ingan automated ARTS II or ARTS
IIIA faciiitY emPIOYS a duplex.n2rrow-band telephone data link between tk RBX
processor and the ATC”’computer to enable two-way transfer of communication
messagea. The data interface uses the standard CIDIN protocol and formats for
message transfer (ref. 4).

““”

Validated interrogations from BCAS-equipped aircraft are checked for the
presence of displayed resolution advisory codes.
The advisory code together
with the remaining contents of the MG mission field (except the SLR subfield)
are formatted for transmission to ATC.
In addition, once every four seconds,
an RBX equipment status message is sent to ATC to report on the results of the
RBX performance monitoring function described in paragraph 3.8.
The communication link also enables the ATC facility to remotely select a
particular coverage map to retch the current traffic environment. Nap
selection will be accomplished by one of the following tWo methods of
operation:
h
(a)

Selection by map number of one of eight pre-defined coverage Mp
configurations stored in the RBX.
(b) Selection of up to eight map configurations by ATC.
This requires
that the individual regional altitude and range boundary values as
well as the regional sensitivity levels be transferred to the RBX
each tine a different ATC mp is selected. The advantage of this
method is that ATC ks
the flexibility of generating any mp
configuration.

I
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3.7.3 ATC Remote Control Interface
In some instancea an RBX may be located in a teminal area that does not
contain an automted ARTS facility and therefore can not
employ the
In these situations
communications data link and fomats described in 3.7.2.
the RBX will provide the ATC facility with a remote control device which will
enable ATC personnel to select any one of the eight pre-defined coverage maPS
me
remote device will also have the capability Of
stored in the RBX.
displaying RBX status information.
3.8 Performance Monitoring
me
ability of the RBX grOund equipment tO perfOrm its task Of BCAS
sensitivity level selection and ATC coordination is continually checked by the
performance monitoring function. The following checks are performed once
every 4 seconds:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Transmitter Peak Power Level
Receiver RF to Video Transfer,Characteristic and Noise Level
System Clock Status
Transmission Control Messagea to Modulator
Sensitivity Level Selection
Communication Interface

The results of these checks are evaluated to determine the status of the
RBX equipment. Possible status conditions are:
(a) Normal Operation (condition green)
(b) Nsrginal Operation (condition yellow)
(c) Failed State (condition red)
The status is reported to ATC once every 4 seconds along with the
condition that defines the reason for a yellow or red status. A yellow
condition is intended to alert ATC maintenance personnel to the fact that the
RBX, although still able to meet its perforwnce requirement, is approaching a
A red condition is intended to alert ATC
marginal performance condition.

maintenance personnel to the fact that the RBX has failed to the point where
requirement. A red condition
it ia no longer able to meet its perfomnce
indicates the need for imediate corrective maintenance.
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4.0

RBX PERFOWCE

of the RBX in terms of link
This chapter summarizes the perfomnce
Interference
reliability in the Dresence of interference and fading.
originates from BCAS interrogators operating at 1030 ~z, from the adjacent
ATCRBS sensor and to a lesser degree from other ATCRBS sensors. Fade effects
occur minly as a result of RBX antenna lobing and the orientation of the BCAS
aircraft antenna.

,,
4.1 Link Reliability
defined as the probability of
a successful
Link reliability is
transmission between the RBX and a BCAS-equipped aircraft. Limitations on
link reliability are due primarily to interference and fading.

(

4.1.1 Link Power Budget
Table 1 gives the RBX/BCAS link power budgets for a BCAS-equipped air
carrier aircraft at 50 nmi range and at an elevation angle of 1 degree (7000
foot altitude). The RBX antenna is assumed to have a lower edge cutOff Of
2dB/degree at the horizon. The power budgets for both links are balanced and
provide essentially equal margins. At 1 degree elevation the ~rgin is barely
adequate to offset effects of severe fading and interference. For aircraft at
The table
2 degrees elevation the margin ia increased by an additional 1 dB.
for a BCAS-equipped general aviation
alao illustrates the available mrgin
aircraft. The interrogator power level of a BCAS GA aircraft ia aasumed tO
have a nominal value of 100 watts.
As seen from the table, the do~link
reliability for BCAS-equipped general aviation aircraft is severly affected as
a result of a reduced interrogator power requirement.
4.1.2 RBX Antenna Lobing
Flat surfaces surrounding an antenna system give rise tO in-beam
reflections which result in lobing nulls in the elevation pattern of the
Increasing the rate of the elevatiOn cut-Off at the hOrizOn
antenna.
Figure 7, taken from Ref. 5
diminishes the depth of the lobing nulls.
of
three
antennas bving different
the
lobing
characteristics
illustrates
rates of lower-edge cutoff in an environment that is moderatly severe but not
unusual for a terminal location. Moderate changes in antenna height shift the
frequency of lobing within approximately the same envelope. h antenna with a
2 dB/degree cutoff could experience lobing fades as deep aa 6 dB in the
vicinity of 1 degree elevation. This is roughly equivalent to the nominal
link mrgin.
At 2 degrees elevation the potential lobing is reduced to
approximately 4dB and the margin is increased by ldB because of the increased
elevation gain.
This leaves 3dB of mrgin to offset the effects Of the
aircraft antenna.
4.1.3 Aircraft Antenna Fading
Active BCAS-equipped air carrier aircraft are assumed to employ antenna
diversity (i.e., both a top and ,bottommounted antenna). Figure 8 from Ref. 6
illustrates the probability of a fade greater than a given amount for an
18
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TABLE 1
RBX/BCAS LINR PONER BUDGET

Parameter

Uplink (1030 ~z)

Dowlink

(1030 ~z )

Transmitter Power

66 dBm

57 dBm (50 dBm)*

Transmit Line Loss

-3 dB

-3 dB

6 dB

6 dB

-5 dB

-5 dB

Aircraft Ant. Gain

O dB

O dB

Receive Line Loss

-3 dB

-3.5 dB

Path Loss (50 nm)

-132 dB

-132 dB

RBX Ant. Gain (Peak)
Elevation Factor (at 1° ~ev).

Receive Power

-71 dBm

MTL (at receiver)

-?7 dBm

Nominal Margin

6 dB

-

80.5 dB (-87.5 dBm)
-87 dBm

6.5 dB (-0.5 dBm)

,’

*The values in the parenthesis are for a BCAS-equipped general aviation aircraft
with an interrogation power level of 100 watts.
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At some extensive teminal areas, additional outlying RBX installatiOna
me Los Angelesbasin is
may be required to provide the requisite coverage.
an example of such a possibility. Although an outlying RBX would not
necessarily have the interference problems associated with an airport site, it
could be subjected to interference from a number of distant interrogators if
its elevation were high enough. In 1976 the NF recorded data on the 1030-~z
(ref. 7).
Los hgeles
area
ATCRBS interrogation environment in the
Measurements were taken at a number of positions within the Los hgeles basin
The total interrogation rate observed at
and at altitudes up to 7700 feet.
For an
each of these locations did not exceed 200 interrogationsper second.
outlying RBX located at a high elevation in the Los Angeles area, the data
indicates that the interference from a number of distant interrogatorswould
not be nearly as severe as that from a single adjacent sensor.
Another source of 1030 MHz interference to the RBX is BCAS air-to-air
interrogations. h absolutemximum upper limit on the effectof air-to-air
interrogations
can be established by considering the ~ximum interrOgatiOn
rate imposedby the interferencelimitingspecificationin the BCAS National
Standard(ref. 3). ~is specificationlimitsthe numberof BCAS air-to-air
interrogations
which can be detectedby an aircrafttransponderwith a nominal
30-nmidetectionrange to a rate of 570 per second. Since the RBX nominal
detection range is 50 nmi, the air-to-air interrogation rate seen by the RBX
could be at most 2.78 times higher or 15B3 per second. Assuming that all of
these transmissions are short DABS interrogations, the mximum probability
that an asynchronous BCAS air-to-air interrogationwill overlap any portion of
As pointed out earlier, this value
a BCAS to RBX interrogation is 7.9%.
represents an absolute maximum BCAS air-to-air interrogation enivronment. It
is highly unlikely that an RBX will ever encounter such an extreme situation.
A more reasonable BCAS air-to-air environment for the near future can be
estimated by considering current traffic densities in the Los hgeles basin.
Measured Los hgeles data presented in Ref. 8 indicates an average traffic
density of 0.02 aircraft per nmi2 “ithin a 50 nmi radius or aeeroximatelY 160
aircraft observable by an RBX. The data alio indicates that localized traffic
densities, for instance the number of aircraft within a 10 nmi BCAS range,
varies from 0.01 AC/nmi2 to 0.1 AC{nmi2 depending on location. Using these
figures and assuming that in the near future 10% of the total aircraft will be
BCAS-equipped and 25%
will be DABS equipped, the
average air-to-air
interrogation rate seen by the RBX will be more nearly 125/sec. or an order of
magnitude less than the worst-case situation.

.,

Figure 9 illustrates the probability of a successful RBX detection of a
single preamble as a function of the power level at the receiver with and
without interference. The interference is assumed to be a combination of the
worst-case interference from the BCAS aircraft population plus the worst-case
The solid
direct and reflected interference from two nearby ATCRBS sensors.
curve is the probability of detecting three pulses (two preamble pulses plus
the leading edge of the data field) in the presence of noise alone. The noise
power at the receiver input is assumed to be -103 dBm.
The dotted curve
illustrates the effect of the interference and assumes that any overlap of the
interfering signal with the BCAS to RBX interrogation will cause a BCAS to RBX
link failure. ~is
is again a worst-case assumption since some of the
interfering signals, although overlapping, will not be large enough to cause
23
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a link failure.

The result of the interference is to modify the noise curve

everywhere
by a factor of 0.86, the combined worst-case probability of
detection in the presence of interference from air-to-air
interrogations and
The probability of a successful detection at the MTL
two nearby sensors.
signal level is reduced from 0.9 to 0.76 for a single interrogation.

Of more significance is the small amount of degradation at the 5WL
threshold. This threshold is increased by no more than 0.2dB as a result of
the worst-case interference. Evaluation of receiver performance at the 50%
threshold signal level ia acceptable because of the ability Of the BCAS
For example, the
aircraft to re-interrogate in the event of a ~SS.
probability of a successful detection at this level for four interrogation
attempts is 94% if the interference is statistically independent from one
~is
detection probability is equivalent to that
attempt to the next.
achieved for a single interrogation at the nominal signal level.
4.1.5 Net Link Reliability
Operation at the 50% threshold allws nearly a 7.5 dB margin for RBX and
aircraft antenna fades. From Figure 8 the probability that the aircraft
Reducing the
diversity antenna gain is leas than -ldB is approximately 5%.
margin by 1 dB leaves close to 6 dB for an RBX lobing fade.
According to
Figure 7 lobing fades greater than 6 dB are not apt to occur in a moderately
severe environment at elevation angles above

1 degree. The result is

that an

RBX located adjacent to an airport surface shOuld achieve a net link
reliability of about 90% for diversity equipped aircraft at 50 nmi and
elevation angles of at least 1 degree.

.,
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